OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNOR MALLOY
I saw you on channel 3 news the other night. When asked about the socialist left’s plan to
destroy the Bill of Rights and open the door to destruction on all the Rights then the Constitution
you spoken more like a true leftist dictator “ there will be an assault weapons ban” than the
governor of one of the original 13 States in this Republic. It does not matter to you that the
citizens know they have a God given right to keep & bear arms. You have in your speeches
proven that it is not public safety that is your goal it is the disarmament of the Citizens of the
Republic.
Hear the words of our Founding Fathers –
Thomas Jefferson “No Free man shall ever be debarred the use of arms. (Not a word did
Jefferson mention about only the ones the government blessed.)
George Mason “To disarm the people is the best and most effective way to enslave them
James Madison “ I believe there are more instances of the abridgments of freedom of the people
by gradual and silent encroachments of those in power than by violent and sudden usurpations.
There are many more statements highlighting the strong role the right of the people to keep &
bear arms keeping the Republic safe and free.
This is exactly what the social left is doing at this time chipping away at the Constitution and Bill
of Rights. The socialist left isn’t even trying to camouflage what they are any more.
Jessie Jackson paying homage to the Communists dictator Hugo Chevez and even comparing
him to our Found Fathers.
Ed Rendell ex governor (D-PA) “ The good thing about Newtown is, it was so horrific that I
think it galvanized Americans to a point where the intensity on our side is going to match the
intensity on their side”.
So Hugo Chevez is a South American John Adams and Newtown served a good purpose. Those
to statement alone shout out the direction of the socialist left.
In checking news from Connecticut’s socialist left version of, Pravda the old Soviet Unions
mouth piece, the Hartford Courant it seems to be all about rushing through your agenda on
destroying the Second Amendment and not about harsh punishment of the low life criminal and
homicidal maniacs. Nowhere in the list of Democrat proposals are there any substantial and
speedy punishments for felonies where firearms are used in attaching citizens. The Republican
list was also lacking in direct punishments.
Where is your voice crying out of the return of the death penalty? No you would rather attack the
honest citizens of Connecticut.
Prove you really believe in the Constitution, Bill of Rights including “the right of the people to
KEEP & BEAR arms shall not be infringed. Dismantle this misplaced “gun violence” witch-hunt
and start a proper discussion on making harsh punishment for all violent criminals a reality in
Connecticut.
Two closing items on you Governor Malloy:

1)
You seem to think that it’s ok to allow people to vote without having to show proof that
you are who you claim to be. You have the Democrat Party play book list down to the letter. It
makes me laugh when you say photo ID laws will keep the elderly from voting. I didn’t know
that. You see I’m in the elderly category and I don’t have any problem showing a photo ID. This
Democrat Party ploy has two reasons – to buy votes and to leave the door open for illegal voting
to take place. Why does the Democrat Party close their eyes to these illegal acts? Let me guess.
You on the other hand have no problem making law abiding citizens go through pages of extra
paperwork and background checks to excise their 2nd Amendment rights. There are plenty of
elderly who enjoy the shooting sports too.
2)
You also have no problem with “undocumented” people who criminally entered the
United States bringing under aged children with them. While it’s not the children’s fault, giving
them in state tuition access takes away it from true American citizens and to make it worse
invites more of the same. Again you support this criminal activity while you treat law abiding
American Citizens as criminals just because they like shooting sports and exercise their 2nd
Amendment rights.

I will be bring forth two legal works that will improve the quality of people that we have to
chose from here in Connecticut when we go to the poles to vote in the future. All you elected
“public servants will be made aware of them soon.
Remember you work for us.
Alex Cinquanta
Woodstock, CT 06281

